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A PROOF OF PETERSEN'S THEOREM. 

BY H. R. BRAHANA. 

In the Acta Mathematica (Vol. 15 [1891], pp. 193-220) Julius Petersen 
proves the theorem that a primitive graph of the third degree has at least 
three leaves. I took the paper up in a series of reports in a Seminar on 
Analysis Situs and, following out suggestions made by Professor Veblen 
and Dr. Alexander, I have been able to get the proof into the present 
simpler form. 

A linear graph is a set of 0-cells* and 1-cells having the property that 
each 1-cell of the set is incident with two 0-cells of the set. The 0-cells 
are called the vertices of the graph. 

A regular graph is a linear graph having the same number of 1-cells 
incident with each vertex. The degree of a regular graph is equal to the 
number of 1-cells at each vertex, and the order of the graph is equal to 
the number of vertices of the graph. 

A regular graph is factorable when it contains a regular graph of the 
same order and of lower degree. We have as an obvious theorem, 

A regular graph of degree k which contains a factor of degree k1 also con- 
tains a factor of degree k - k1. 

For example, in Fig. 1 the four 0-cells A, B, C, D 
and the six 1-cells 1, 2, ... , 6 form a regular graph of A B 

order 4 and degree 3. It contains a factor of degree 1 2 

(1-cells 5 and 6) and a factor of degree 2 (1-cells 1, 2, 3, 
and 4). c 

A primitive graph is a regular graph which can not be BIG. 1. 

factored. Petersen proves that there exists no primitive graph of even 
degree greater than 2. On the other hand he gives a definite method by 
which we can construct a primitive graph of any odd degree. 

A leaf is a portion of the graph which is connected with the remainder 
of the graph by a single 1-cell and which is such that no portion of it is 
connected with the remainder of it by a single 1-cell. 

Petersen's theorem is as follows: 
A primitive graph of degree 3 contains at least three leaves. 
The theorem may be stated in the following form: 
* Cf. Veblen and Alexander, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 14, p. 163. A 0-cell may be taken 

to be a point and a 1-cell to be an arc of curve (exclusive of its end-points) joining two points. 
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A regular graph of degree 3 which contains less than three leaves is 
factorable. 

The proof will be made by a method of induction. Every third degree 
graph of order 2 satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem (as stated in the 
second form), and by constructing all of these graphs we see that the 
theorem holds. Let us assume that the theorem is not true; then from 
the fact that it is true for graphs of order 2 will follow that there exists a 
graph for which the theorem does not hold and of which the order is so 
low that for any graph of lower order the theorem does hold. We will 
show that this leads to a contradiction. 

Suppose we have this minimum graph for which our theorem does not 
hold, and suppose that Fig. 2 represents a part of it. From this graph 

B 

b ad 

FIG. 2. 

G we desire to get a new graph G' which will be of order less by 2 than the 
order of G and which will satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem. G' 
will then be factorable. We can always do this by removing a 1-cell x 
and coalescing a and c, the two remaining 1-cells at one of the vertices 
upon which x abuts, and b and d, the two 1-cells at the other vertex upon 
which x abuts, provided in so doing we do not obtain a graph with three 
leaves. To see that we can remove a 1-cell without introducing a third 
leaf we notice that if there is a leaf in G we may remove the 1-cell which 
connects the two parts of the graph and thus obtain two graphs, neither 
of which has three leaves, and if there is no leaf in G we may remove any 
1-cell without introducing more than two leaves. 

Now factor G' and color the 1-cells of the first degree factor red, those 
of the second degree factor blue. At each vertex of G' there are one red 
1-cell and two blue 1-cells; if without destroying this situation we can get 
one red and two blue 1-cells at A and at B we will have factored G. There 
are three possibilities in the coloring of G': bd and ac may both be blue, 
(2) one may be red and the other blue, or (3) both may be red. 
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In case (1) we insert x colored red and have G factored. In the con- 
sideration of the other two cases we will use the phrase necessarily red, 
which when applied to one of the 1-cells ac and bd will mean that that 1-cell 
is red and that its color cannot be changed* without conflicting with the 
requirement that G' have one red and two blue 1-cells at each vertex or 
changing the other one of ac and bd from blue to red. We may assume 
that the one red 1-cell of case (2) and at least one of the two red 1-cells of 
case (3) are necessarily red, otherwise we could reduce each to case (1) 
and thus factor our graph G. 

If either in case (2) or case (3), there exists a path of alternately red and 
blue 1-cells from A to B, we may permute the colors on that path and by 
inserting x colored blue we will have factored G. We have still to consider 
the case where one of the 1-cells ac and bd is necessarily red and no red- 
blue path from A to B exists. The argument that follows makes no 
assumption concerning the other of the two 1-cells ac and bd and con- 
sequently applies to both (2) and (3). 

Suppose ac is necessarily red. From 1-cells and 0-cells of G' we will 
build a graph G" which will be the set of all 1-cells and 0-cells that can be 
reached by red-blue paths starting with a or c and traversing no 1-cell 
more than once. 

If all the red-blue paths which lead over a given 1-cell do so in the same 
direction, that 1-cell is unicursal; if there are paths traversing it in both 
directions it is bicursal. 

Since there is no red-blue path from a to c a path starting with a may 
be continued until it runs into itself (i. e., until it reaches a vertex through 
which it has already passed). The last 1-cell of the path will be blue 
because there are two blue 1-cells at each vertex of G'. If the vertex at 
which the path ends was first reached on this path by a red 1-cell it is 
evident that the part of this path beginning and ending at this vertex may 
be traversed in either direction and that all of its 1-cells are bicursal. 
Shrink this circuit of bicursal 1-cells to a point; the resulting graph will 
still contain no path from a to c, for no new paths are introduced. At 
every vertex there will be one and only one red 1-cell; at the new vertex 
there may be any even number of blue 1-cells.t We continue this 
shrinking process as long as there are such bicursal circuits. When all 

* Whenever a 1-cell of G' is on a closed circuit of alternately red and blue 1-cells we may 
permute the colors on that circuit, thus changing the color of the 1-cell, and each vertex of G' will 
still have one red and two blue 1-cells. 

t Only blue 1-cells (with the exception of the one red 1-cell) abut upon this vertex for the red 
1-cell at every vertex on the bicursal circuit is contained in the circuit and is therefore removed 
by the shrinking. There are an odd number of vertices on such a circuit and consequently an 
odd number of 1-cells at the new vertex which results from the shrinking; of these 1-cells, an even 
number must be blue. 
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such circuits have been shrunk to single O-cells it is evident that there 
are no bicursal 1-cells in the new graph for a bicursal 1-cell would imply a 
red-blue path from a to c, which does not exist. Thus the new graph, 
which we will call G"', will be made up of unicursal 1-cells; there will be 
one red 1-cell at each vertex. Each of the new vertices of G"' (those 
obtained by the shrinking process) will have an even number of blue 
1-cells, which number may sometimes be zero. A O-cell at which there 
are no blue 1-cells will represent a leaf of G, for the graph G can be sepa- 
rated into two parts by severing the red 1-cell that leads to that 0-cell. 
Each vertex of G" at which there is only one unicursal blue 1-cell * will 
be a vertex of G"' and at such a vertex there will be but one blue 1-cell. 

Now let 

bo = the number of vertices of G"' with no blue 1-cells (= the number 
of leaves in G"'), 

b,= the number of vertices of G"' with 1 blue 1-cell, 
b2= the number of vertices of G"' with 2 blue 1-cells, 

b2a = the number of vertices of C"' with 2a blue 1-cells, 

where 2a is the maximum of the number of blue 1-cells at vertices of G"', 
and let 

R = the number of red 1-cells of G"', 
B = the number of blue 1-cells of G..', 
P = the number of vertices of G"'. 

We will not count the 1-cells a and c in G"'. 
Now if we let D = E 2(1 - i)b2i, which gives us the " deficiency" 

i=O 

of 1-cells at vertices of G"' if we agree that normally there are three 1-cells 
at each vertex except those at which there is only one blue 1-cell of G..; 
and if we then count the ends of 1-cells at vertices of G"', we get the fol- 
lowing equation: 
(1) 3P-D-bi = 2R + 2B + 2. 

Counting the vertices, we get the equation: 

(2) P = 2R + 2. 

Counting the blue 1-cells, we get the equation: 

(3) B = 2R + 4-D. 

We see (3) from the fact that we may go from a red 1-cell to two blue 
* A red-blue path can approach such a vertex only by a blue 1-cell and leave it only by a 

red 1-cell. 
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1-cells at every vertex we can reach by a red 1-cell excepting those that 
are accounted for by D; the 4 enters because the 1-cells a and c are not 
part of G"'. 

From these three equations we get 

(4) D = 4 + bi. 
It is obvious that D is positive and bi is even. The only positive term 

of the sum D is the one for which i = 0; from this fact and (4) we get 

(5) 2bo 4 + b1. 

Thus for b1 2 we have bo _ 3. Forbi=O, bo = .b 2; but in this case 
(since bi = 0) the only connection between G" and the remainder of G 
is the 1-cell x and therefore the remainder contains at least one leaf, which 
with the two leaves of G"' gives us the required three. This completes 
the proof of Petersen's theorem. 

PRINCETON, N. J. 
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